Shaping our Future – What happens at a forum?
Shaping our Future uses a proven process for community consultation based on the Natural Step
Process. Some things to note about our forums:
•
•
•

We use world café style – that means small group discussion
We use independent trained facilitators to ensure everyone has a good time and is heard
Group and individual prisonization to ensure the ‘loudest’ voice is not the only voice

A snapshot of our overall process
Shaping our Future is run by a
volunteer board with a paid part
time executive.
Our taskforces are volunteers –
that’s you the community. A mix of
community representatives,
stakeholders and experts all work
together using the information
provided at forum or online.

What is different about the Shaping our Future process compared to
other consultation processes?
•
•
•

We don’t start with preconceived ideas, we don’t have option 1 and option 2
We start with a blank page, anything is possible and as we are an independent organisation
we are not influenced by special interest groups or politics
We aim to give the community a voice in their future

Traditional Decision Making

Shaping our Future – community first

What questions do we ask?
Our questions are designed to be open ended and establish current big issues, priorities, goals and
objectives for the future and possible solutions. Although it varies depending on the topic some of
our questions include:
Single Word answers
What ONE word describes the
current biggest challenge

Example: Queenstown and Wanaka Transport

What ONE word describe
success in your ideal future

Key Priorities
In small groups we ask people to discuss the big issues of today, it opens up discussion, allows
people to hear other points of view.
Individual prioritisation or voting at the end of this session means the ‘loudest’ voice isn’t always the
key priority that is identified.
Example: Glenorchy Community Visioning

Workshopping the issues – identifying pathways to our successful future.
We take the key priorities from the previous session and work in small
groups (you can choose!) to delve a little more into what it is we would
like, how can we measure success, what does success look like and
what are some potential steps we (or stakeholders) could take to set us
on the right path.

Example: Queenstown Transport

What happens to the information?
The community forum information is combined with online feedback and given to the volunteer
taskforce. The taskforce role is to look at the information and expand to produce a report on:
•
•
•
•
•

Where are we now? (our baseline)
Where do we want to go? (our vision and objectives)
What do we need to do to be heading in the right direction? (recommendations)
How do we measure success?
Who is responsible?

Watch the Arrowtown Forum in progress

